BURLINGTON’S

TOP OF THE CROPS
‘The Burlington’ at The Devonshire
Arms is one of Yorkshire’s finest hotel
restaurants. Head Chef, Paul Leonard, is
inspired and confident in his direction,
having been there over a year now. His
passion for growing fresh produce on the
Duke’s estate, has given the menus a new
freshness and vitality, with his simple, nonfussy approach to cuisine.
Paul’s culinary reputation continues to grow,
after he gained a Michelin star at The Isle
of Eriska; and worked under Andrew Fairley
at Gleneagles (which has two Michelin stars
and 4 AA rosettes).
Quality dining, attentive, friendly
service, fine wines and a relaxed elegant
ambience, defines the award-winning
dining experience at The Burlington, which
currently holds 3 AA rosette status.
Paul’s modern British menus showcase the
best and freshest ingredients on offer;
seasonal home-grown produce is key to
Paul’s delivery, including home-grown
roots, leaves, flowers and fruits grown

This, along with estate-reared and locally-

and harvested by the kitchen team, not

reared and produced meats, artisan cheeses,

forgetting the honey, harvested twice

East Coast fish and seafood, home-baked

a year from the beehives, all from the

breads and delicate patisserie, ensure that

Duke’s walled kitchen gardens at The

diners are in for a real treat with dishes that

Devonshire Arms.

ignite the senses.

As we write this article during July the

The long hot summer spell has brought

kitchen gardens are overflowing, with crops

challenges though for Paul as although

including courgettes, radish, turnip, lettuce,

some crops have thrived during the

beetroot, carrots, tomatoes, herbs, pak

heatwave, the unusually high temperatures

choi, berries, artichokes and celery.

and lack of rain has induced ‘bolting’, so

Paul and his team have chosen to restrict

share their passion for fine dining and wines

the growing area, to improve control, and

thereby helping them with their menu and

also to germinate seeds indoors, before

wine selections, ensuring that their dining

planting out, to improve their chances of

experience is both enjoyable and seamless.

success. As Paul identifies,
The restaurant incorporates a traditional
‘It’s about working with the garden

dining room setting, as well as a

and nature, not against and adapting

conservatory element which is particularly

our methods to make the most of this

wonderful on a summer’s evening, when

outstanding summer. The winning crops

the light evenings allow diners an outlook

have been brassicas and of course lovely

of the Italianate gardens with the inspiring

juicy tomatoes....they’ve been second to

views over the Dales as a backdrop.

none this season!’
Dining critics from The AA recently
The wine cellars are legendary and award-

recognised the craftsmanship in Paul’s

winning, well-stocked with fine wines

cuisine, describing it as ‘colourful, full

offering the finest quality yet value at the

of presentational artistry and precisely

same time, which will add a certain cachet

composed flavours’ commenting that

to an unforgettable dining experience.

‘Superlative nibbles and amuses punctuate

Guests benefit from attentive and personal

the whole experience in imaginative style.’

service, which is far from stuffy, via a
motivated and knowledgeable team, who

It’s this flourish that makes the dishes sing,
as inherently the key ingredients are very
simple, allowing their freshness and vitality
to take centre stage.

Examples from the summer
menu with recommended
wines include:
Heritage Carrot
Smoked Eel, Fermented
Garlic, Fresh Curds
Lonely Vineyard Riesling,
Eden Valley, Australia
Creel Caught Langoustine
Heritage Tomato, Elderflower
Langhams Rose, England
Grass Fed Yorkshire Beef Peas &
Broadbean Fricassee, Summer Truffle
R.H Phillips Cabernet Sauvignon,
California, USA
Choose from a six- or nine-course tasting
menu (£70 /£95) with optional wine flights.
Vegetarian tasting menu is also an option.
Burlington - Open Tuesday til Sunday (7pm – 9pm)

